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elle varner is a very talented singer, and i think that she has the potential to be really good. she has
a big voice, and she has good vocal range. she has a lot of energy in her voice. she has a lot of fire in
her voice. she's got a little bit of a bluesy thing going on, so it gives her a little bit of a different
flavor. you can hear a little bit of marvin gaye, but i think her style is a little more commercial, a little
more soft. the 2017 album is a relatable look at the early days of a career and relationships, but it
shines the brightest with its four singles: the dizzyingly catchy so fly and its highlight, only want to
give it to you, and the equally enticing do it for the love and burn slow, both of which were released
as music videos. it's hard to make a debut album without being completely overtaken by the success
of its lead single, and it's even harder to make a debut album with a lead single you're calling
"perfectly imperfect," but elle's second ep is the perfect introduction to this new artist. this gorgeous
album is strong from the jump. the opening track, the irresistible wishin & hopin, is a breezy, radio-
ready jam that's perfectly perfect. the self-assured and confident voice is a familiar one, but elle's
new project adds a decidedly dirty and nasty edge to it. elle is still elle, but her new sound is electric
and full of personality. who knows what the future holds for this artist, but we're ready to ride along
for the ride. the title of this project is perfectly imperfect, and, judging by this ep, the journey is only
beginning for elle varner. d.b.
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the follow-up to her 2015 mixtape, the song burn slow samples the prince classic i could never take
the place of your man. it's interesting to hear elle mention prince in a song that reminds her of the

innocence of a relationship. i could never take the place of your man and shake it off are the perfect
introductory and introspective songs to elle's debut album, sweet sexy savage. elle also samples the
divinyls for the song too much, that samples the madonna song like a prayer. on the dirty side, elle

uses an instrumental beat similar to a music video she made for damn good friends. in fact, she calls
it a "music video." this song is the most fun song on the album. d.b. the album's first track, wishin &

hopin, is reminiscent of kehlani's you should be here. the song opens with sultry synths and
sweeping drums. then, as the chorus kicks in, the falsetto vocals come in and the song, which is a
collab between elle and producer andrew pop wansel, takes a turn towards the dark side. the song
utilizes a muted electric bass, which, according to elle, is just her, kehlani's, and james' bass lines.
despite kehlani's infamous lyrics, elle seems to be the one who feels the most when it comes to the
dark side. the track was made for a rainy night. there's no doubting that elle is the most talented of
the three singers who are currently rising in the music industry. the vocal talent on the album is, in
no way, a detriment. on one hand, elle's voice is simply breathtaking. on the other hand, her songs

don't really feel like they are written for her. many of the songs feel like they're written for the
people on her track list. there's no doubting that she is still working on the perfecting her craft.
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